Abstract. The paper deals with the recording and the evaluation of a multi modal (audio/video) database of spontaneous emotions. Firstly, motivation for this work is given and different recording strategies used are described. Special attention is given to the process of evaluating the emotional database. Different kappa statistics normally used in measuring the agreement between annotators are discussed. Following the problems of standard kappa coefficients, when used in emotional database assessment, a new time-weighted free-marginal kappa is presented. It differs from the other kappa statistics in that it weights each utterance's particular score of agreement based on the duration of the utterance. The new method is evaluated and the superiority over the standard kappa, when dealing with a database of spontaneous emotions, is demonstrated.
Introduction
Detecting emotions in speech has become a popular sub-field in speech recognition over recent years. Different tasks such as speech recognition, speaker identification or verification, development of dialog managers, etc. can benefit from added information about the psychological state of the speaker. A telephone based dialog system that would detect if a customer is getting annoyed and dissatisfied with the service could switch to a human operator for further assistance. In telecommunication systems a known emotional state of the person on the other side of the channel would enable a more credible exchange of information. These are just two possible use cases where emotion detection can be used.
A starting point for research in emotion recognition is a quality database. Most of available databases with emotional speech were obtained by recording professional actors as they portray particular emotion ( [1, 2, 5, 4, 3] ). Therefore they do not represent the situations in real life environment very adequately. Moreover to distinguish between normal (relaxed) and non-normal (emotional or aroused) conditions a fair amount of speech in the normal state is needed, which usually is not the case in emotional databases. Consequently, we decided to record our own audio and video database containing normal speech and spontaneous emotions [11] .
In databases with acted emotions labelling of data is simplified since the actors are told which category of emotion to act out whereas with spontaneous emotions there is no a priori knowledge of the emotion expressed in the utterance. Different statistical measures can be used for assessing agreement between labelers, but non of them incorporates the duration of the utterance. We present a modified free-marginal multirater kappa [6] where duration of the utterance is taken into consideration.
The following paper firstly describes the planning and recording and then discusses the assessment of a database of spontaneous emotions. A new timeweighted kappa statistics focused on evaluation of emotional databases is also presented.
Recording strategies
Inducing spontaneous emotions in humans can only be achieved by some sort of deception. One option is to have a hidden camera type of experiment where a participant finds himself in a stressed situation. The advantage of such an approach is that the participant is not aware that he/she is being recorded and thus does not hold back his/her emotions as opposed to being in front of a camera. Drawbacks are that it is technically harder to carry out (audio and video recordings are usually lower quality), some participants do not want to give their consent, actors are needed to play out the scene, etc. For these reasons we decided to take a different approach. A scenario was constructed where participants would be told that the purpose of the experiment is to examine whether different biometric measures (audio, video, skin conductivity, heart beat) could be used in an adaptive test of intelligence. This sessions provided us with recordings of different levels of stress. For recording a particular emotion another scenario with videos and photographs targeting each of the main emotions was developed.
Recording session 1: Adaptive IQ test
Recording session called adaptive IQ test consisted of four parts. In the first part intended to record a normal state, a number of photographs with neutral content were presented to the participants. They were instructed to describe each photograph in detail, as if he/she would be describing it to a blind person. In this part we supposedly measured the verbal fluency.
In the second part the participants played a game of Tetris but instead of using the keyboard as input they lead the experimenter through the game uttering commands "left", "right", "around" and "down" (actual commands spoken were slovenian translations of these words: "levo", "desno", "okrog" and "dol"). The intent of this part was supposedly to assess the efficiency of his/her verbal instructions given to a teammate in order to achieve a common and specific goal.
Next, the game of Tetris that the participant played in the second part was played back and he/she had to describe what was happening on the screen by using the same four commands.
The final part of the session was the so-called adaptive intelligence test (adaptive meaning that the difficulty of the task will be chosen by the computer according to the correctness of the previous answers), the mental strategies used for solving the problem and the biometric measures. The test consisted of twenty three by three matrices where one element was missing and the participant had to determine which of the six offered answers logically fills the missing spot. The participants had to reason aloud about the principles of the arrangement of the matrix and the logic behind their answer supposedly for the psychologist to assess their mental strategy, but the real goal was to record speech under stress. Further pressure was put on the participants with additional information presented on the screen: current IQ value (constantly dropping regardless of the answers), heart beat (increasing throughout the experiment) and time left to finish the task. Analysis of subjective reports for 15 participants is presented in 
Recording session 2: Emotional videos and pictures
In the second session the participants watched a short video (approximately 10 minutes) and observed a set of photographs both targeting a particular emo-tion. After which they presented their thoughts on what they saw, how the videos made them feel, if something from the video or photographs relates to the situations in their life, etc. Emotions covered were happiness, anger, surprise, disgust, fear and sadness.
Database description
We recorded 19 participants in the adaptive IQ test session (12 women and 7 men) and 9 participants in the emotional videos session so far. Together that comprises approximately 30 hours of recorded material from which about a third is actual participants speech. The majority of the recordings have already been both transcribed and labelled according to the emotion.
Emotion labelling
With emotions acted out by professional actors there is usually not a big mismatch between the actor's interpretation and the annotator's opinion. This is expected since good acting means exactly that, adequately represent a particular emotion to the observer. But with spontaneous emotions, that appear at any time during a recording and last a random amount of time, the job of emotion labelling becomes more challenging. If a recording is split into shorter utterances (e.g. sentences), the annotator can focus on one at the time, but this way the information of the context in which the sentence was spoken is lost. Hence in our case the labelers were given a full recording and they were free to put the emotion labels anywhere and of any duration. The utterances defined by transcriptions were extracted from the recording and by comparing different annotator's scores the predominant label was chosen.
Measuring annotators agreement
The problem we are faced with when annotating emotional databases is that there are no references for different types of emotions. Therefore we presume each annotator is partly right. In order to combine their individual labels into a final one we have to examine the agreement between all of them. A predominant way of measuring the agreement between annotators in emotional databases is by using the kappa statistics [10] .
Kappa coefficients
Different forms of kappa coefficients exist but are all based on the idea by Cohen [8] and shown in Eq. (1).
P e is an agreement between the annotators expected by chance and P o is the actual proportion of agreement between them. Thus the coefficient calculated from Eq. (1) represent the ratio between measured agreement and chance. If the value of k equals zero this represents a level of agreement equal to chance, values above are better than chance and values below are worst. All various forms of kappa are based on this equation, but the differences between them lie in definitions of P o and P e . The most frequently used kappa coefficient in emotion labelling (as well as other fields) was presented by Fleiss [7] , where he generalised Cohen's kappa from two raters to any number of raters. Fleiss defines P o as
where n ij is the number of annotators that assigned to case i the class j, n represents the total number of annotators, N is the number of cases (utterances) and k is the number of classes (emotional states). P e is defined as:
The probability of agreement by chance as defined in Eq. (3) presumes that all the classes (k) are represented equally across all cases. If there is a strong prevalence of one type of class over the other the Fleiss' coefficient drops regardless of the number of labels that are identical between the annotators. As it is demonstrated in [9] there is a quadratic relation between the value of Fleiss' coefficient and the prevalence of one type of class assuming other parameters are held constant (n ij , n, N , k). When recording a database of spontaneous emotions one surely can not expect that all the different emotions or arousal states will be represented equally. Therefore the above calculations of Fleiss' kappa are not appropriate for measuring the agreement between annotators. In [9] the author proposes a free-marginal multirater kappa as opposed to the standard Fleiss' kappa (which he calls Fleiss' fixed-marginal multirater kappa). The difference is that instead of using Eq. (3) for calculating the probability of agreement by chance he proposes that P e should be set constant to
where k is the number of classes. This way there is no a priori restriction on the distribution of the classes and the above described problem of quadratic effect of prevalence of one class is lost (as it is graphically demonstrated in [9] ). The equation of the new free-marginal multirater kappa coefficient thus becomes:
Although we avoid the problem of distribution of the classes when using Eq. (5) there is a down side to this approach. The number of possible classes that can be used becomes important since the factor 1/k starts decreasing when the number of possible categories increases. Thus the coefficients also increase, regardless of the fact that the data does not change (n ij , n, N ). In order to use the free-marginal multirater kappa in emotional labelling the number of different emotions available to the annotator needs to be carefully selected. Otherwise the values of the coefficient will be always close to 1, not reflecting the actual state. Also if the categories of emotions are equally presented in recordings (as is the case in most acted databases) the author in [9] suggests the use of standard Fleiss' kappa.
Time-wighted Free-Marginal Kappa
All kappa statistics described above handle each case equally. In speech databases these means that each utterance being labelled accounts equally to the final matching score regardless of the length. But in emotional databases the duration of the utterance that contains a particular emotion is important. This is the case with spontaneous emotions especially where the normal state usually prevails. Moreover if the annotators agree for example on a sentence lasting 15 seconds and disagree on a 2 second utterance, this means bigger agreement among them as if the case is the other way around. Therefore the duration of the utterance should be taken into consideration when measuring the agreement between annotators. We propose a modified kappa statistics focused specially on speech databases that incorporates the duration of the utterance. The equation for P e stays the same as for the free-marginal multirater kappa since emotional categories are not represented equally. The change is introduced to the calculation of P o , where the original equation for one particular case (utterance)
is not averaged over all the cases equally. Instead the average is calculated based on the duration of each case (utterance)
Equation for P o thus becomes:
where T is the total time and t i is a duration of the utterance i.
Results
The new time-weighted free-marginal multirater kappa presented in the article was evaluated using a recording session from the AvID database. The new time-weighted free-marginal kappa is calculated in two cases: when emotions are classified in just two groups (normal/aroused) and the other when there are five different emotional categories. The values are compared against the standard Fleiss' kappa coefficients. The quality of the different kappa coefficients cannot be judged by just comparing which score is higher. The superiority of one type needs to be evaluated theoretically and/or supported by some other measures. In order to provide some additional understanding of the annotators agreement, the Table 1 presents the percentage of time that the annotators agreed between each other. It shows that the annotators on average agree on the label around eighty percent of the time which seems like a good result, but the Fleiss' kappa coefficients presented in Table 2 . give the impression that the scores are just above (and in some cases even below) chance. Table 2 . Kappa statistics between all combinations of two annotators and in the last column between all five.
Conclusion
In the paper we discussed the idea that the utterances should not be treated equally when evaluating agreement in speech databases. Instead the duration of the utterance should have an impact on the final score. Furthermore, Fleiss' kappa normally used for measuring agreement between the annotators, is not appropriate when working with databases of spontaneous emotions since all emotional categories are not represented equally. Therefore, a new time-weighted free-marginal kappa was introduced. Using our own emotional database AvID, discussed in the beginning of the paper, we evaluated the new kappa and compared it against the Fleiss' Kappa. The results show that the new time-weighted free-marginal kappa gives a more realistic measure of agreement between the annotators.
